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 The investigation by the Delhi Police against 30 people for remarks allegedly hurting religious 

sentiments is an unnecessary attempt to create an artificial balance between the specific instance of 

controversial views being expressed recently on the Prophet and the unrelated opinions expressed 

online by others in recent times. The BJP has acted against its spokesperson Nupur Sharma and Delhi 

media unit head Naveen Jindal following global outrage among Muslims over their remarks on Islam. 

There is little doubt that their remarks came as part of a long-running trend among BJP functionaries 

and several Hindu organisations to vilify minorities, especially Muslims, and few would question any 

lawful action against them. The Delhi Police have chosen to register FIRs against Mr. Jindal and Ms. 

Sharma, but also added 30 other social media users. There may be a justification for the registration of a 

case against anyone if there appears to be a deliberate attempt to outrage religious feelings or inciting 

ill-will. However, registering an omnibus FIR that covers priest Yati Narsinghanand, journalist Saba 

Naqvi, AIMIM chief Asaduddin Owaisi, and Hindu Mahasabha activist Pooja Shakun Pandey, and others 

at one go defies logic. The police believe that many others cutting across religions had created animosity 

and spread inflammatory misinformation. This may be true in some instances, but clubbing of several 

such instances, instead of investigating and prosecuting them separately, gives the impression that 

these emanate from a general culture of hate and intolerance, and an endless cycle of tit-for-tat 

religious insults. Actually, some of these could be wilful transgressions of the law aimed at creating 

disharmony and inciting violence for political purposes. 

Mr. Owaisi has questioned the registration of a case against him, maintaining that the Delhi 

Police are displaying ‘both-sidesism’ due to their fear of prosecuting the former BJP functionaries in 

isolation. Pursuing all these remarks in a single probe and trial would mean that material must be 

gathered from various social media platforms against all of them — leading to a prolonged trial. The 

tactic of putting a ‘part-of-a-larger-plot’ spin on specific offences is not new. The Bhima Koregaon case 

was transmogrified into a purported conspiracy to foment a Maoist insurrection; in the aftermath of the 

East Delhi riots, communal violence was linked with the Citizenship (Amendment) Act protests. If the 

idea was to open up the larger field of political dissent in those cases, the strategy now seems to be to 

drag those who made vocal responses into the criminal ambit so that the original offence appears 

diluted and becomes difficult to prosecute. Investigative agencies should pursue legal action against 

individuals in a proportionate manner and not through omnibus prosecutions just to give an impression 

of being ‘balanced’. 
 

 allegedly (adverb) – reportedly, supposedly, 

purportedly, ostensibly, apparently. 

 sentiment (noun) – feeling, opinion. 

 artificial (adjective) – false, fake, fabricated, 

unnatural. 

 balance (noun) – fairness, justice, impartiality, 

egalitarianism.  

 outrage (noun) – anger, fury, wrath, 

indignation, rage, disapproval, shock, 

resentment. 

 long-running (adjective) – long-lasting, 

unending, continuing. 

 functionary (noun) – official, representative, 

agent, especially in a government or political 

party; office-holder, office-bearer. 

 vilify (verb) – censure, insult, disparage, 

criticize, speak evil of. 

 justification (verb) – reason, grounds, 

rationalization, motive. 

 deliberate (adjective) – intentional, calculated, 

conscious, done on purpose, knowing, wanton, 

purposeful, premeditated, pre-planned, 

prearranged, preconceived, predetermined. 

 outrage (verb) – offend, infuriate, stir up, 

displease/anger. 

 incite (verb) – stir up, fuel, kindle, ignite, 

inflame, instigate, provoke, arouse, trigger, 

foment.   

 ill-will (noun) – hostility, hatred, enmity, 

dislike, aversion, antipathy. 
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 at one go (phrase) –  in one attempt; all at the 

same time. 

 cut across (phrasal verb) – transcend, go 

beyond, rise above. 

 animosity (noun) – hostility, antagonism, 

enmity/aversion. 

 inflammatory (adjective) – provoking, 

inflaming, inciting, agitational. 

 misinformation (noun) – disinformation, false 

information, alternative fact, fake news, false 

rumour. 

 club (verb) – combine, join. 

 instead of (phrase) – rather than. 

 emanate (verb) – originate from, derive from, 

arise from, stem from, come from. 

 cycle (noun) – series, sequence, succession. 

 tit-for-tat (phrase) – equivalent retaliation; 

counterattack, revenge, an eye for an eye. 

 wilful (adjective) – deliberate, intentional, 

purposeful. 

 transgression (noun) – infringement, 

contravention, breach, violation, overstepping. 

 disharmony (noun) – discord, friction, conflict, 

hostility. 

 both-sidesism (noun) -false balance. 

 in isolation (phrase) – separately. 

 pursue (verb) – engage in, conduct, take part 

in, take up (an activity). 

 trial (noun) – court case, lawsuit, hearing, 

inquiry, litigation, judicial/legal proceedings, 

legal action. 

 lead to (verb) – result in, cause, bring on. 

 prolonged (adjective) – continuing, remaining, 

long-lasting, unabating. 

 spin (noun) – twist, bias. 

 transmogrify (verb) – change, alter, modify. 

 purported (adjective) – supposed, claimed, 

professed, reported, ostensible. 

 conspiracy (noun) – (unlawful) plan/plot, 

intrigue, collaboration/deception, collusion. 

 foment (verb) – incite, provoke, agitate, 

instigate, cause. 

 Maoist (noun) – a follower of Maoism (it 

originated in China as a form of communist 

theory derived from the teachings of Chinese 

political leader Mao Zedong). 

 insurrection (noun) – coup, uprising, rebellion, 

putsch; civil unrest/disorder. 

 in the aftermath of (phrase) – in the wake of, 

as a consequence of, as a result of. 

 open up (phrasal verb) – disclose, reveal; make 

available. 

 dissent (noun) – disagreement, lack of 

agreement, difference of opinion, protest, 

opposition, disapproval. 

 strategy (noun) – plan of action (in order to 

achieve a more expansive set of political, 

economic, and security interests). 

 drag (verb) – delay, postpone action; go 

slowly, move slowly. 

 vocal (adjective) – vociferous, outspoken, 

forthright; vehement, vigorous, emphatic, 

insistent, forceful. 

 ambit (noun) – range, scope, extent, reach. 

 dilute (verb) – diminish, reduce, decrease, 

lessen, (the value of something). 

 proportionate (adjective) – proportional, 

comparable, equivalent, consistent, relative, 

correlated, correlative. 

************************************************************************************* 

The bipartisan Congressional committee looking into the deadly January 6, 2021, attack by a 

mob on the very seat of the Houses of the U.S. Congress has painted a clear picture of the attempt by 

former President Donald Trump and his allies to overturn the results of the 2020 presidential election, 

even if that meant he might damage the U.S. government and purposefully instigate violence to cling on 

to power, creating “a moment of maximum danger” for the foundations of American democracy. At the 

first public hearing by the House of Representatives committee, its chairman and vice chairwoman 

played multiple videos of Mr. Trump’s Attorney General, William Barr; and his daughter Ivanka Trump, 

among others, making statements on camera that pointed towards Mr. Trump’s role in fuelling the 

violence that day. The hearings made clear that Mr. Trump was responsible for several such critical acts 

of commission and omission, including ignoring intelligence reports that had been passed on to the 

White House beforehand that the protests could turn violent. Critically, Mr. Trump refused to intervene, 
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for example by deploying the National Guard, as the rioting got out of control and far-right groups such 

as the Proud Boys, unleashed organised violence after a rally near the Capitol, resulting in some deaths, 

defacement of public property and an unprecedented security threat to members of Congress in the 

building. 

The January 6 assault came directly on the heels of one of the most vicious election campaigns, 

waged by Mr. Trump and his Republican acolytes. It not only saw them denigrating minorities, women 

and the U.S.’s involvement in multilateral and regional organisations but also led to a targeted 

misinformation campaign against the poll results over the fact that ballot votes and runoff elections in 

some U.S. States impacted the final outcome of a win for President Joe Biden. The work of the House 

committee looking into the Capitol attack might be politically consequential, for it is a reminder of the 

extreme lengths to which Mr. Trump and his supporters will go to undermine the rule of law to stay in 

power. Yet it is ultimately toothless, because it has no constitutional path that leads to debarring him 

from standing for election again in 2024, an outcome that is looking increasingly likely given his 

persisting popularity and the absence of any other strong potential Republican presidential nominee. 

Having survived two impeachment attempts, and with a legal question mark hanging over the prospect 

of using the 14th Amendment to ban him from public office for his role in an insurrection against the 

U.S. government, Mr. Trump looks well-placed to run for the White House and resume his antagonistic 

politics, should he choose to. 

 

 bipartisan (adjective) – involving cooperation 

between two (opposite & big) political parties. 

 Congressional committee (noun) – A 

congressional committee is a legislative sub-

organization in the United States Congress that 

handles a specific duty (rather than the general 

duties of Congress). Committee membership 

enables members to develop specialized 

knowledge of the matters under their 

jurisdiction.  

 look into (phrasal verb) – investigate, explore, 

inquire about, find out about, ask questions 

about. 

 mob (noun) – a large, disorganized, and often 

violent crowd of people. 

 paint a picture of (phrase) – to describe 

something in a specific way; tell, narrate, 

outline, portray, depict. 

 ally (noun) – supporter, defender, protector. 

 overturn (verb) – reverse, overrule, 

nullify/cancel. 

 purposefully (adverb) – intentionally, 

deliberately. 

 instigate (verb) – incite, provoke, agitate, 

cause. 

 cling on (to) (phrasal verb) – hold on to, hang 

on to, hold tightly grip, grasp, attach oneself 

to. 

 hearing (noun) – (legal) proceedings, trial, 

inquiry. 

 Attorney General (noun) – chief legal advisor; 

the highest rank for a law officer of the 

government. 

 fuel (verb) – encourage, intensify, fortify, 

support, nurture. 

 make clear (phrase) – explain, clarify, 

elucidate. 

 act of omission and commission (phrase) – act 

of omission and commission are, respectively, 

things someone failed to do, and things 

someone has done. 

 pass on to (phrasal verb) – to give/hand 

over/transfer something to someone. 

 beforehand (adverb) – in advance, ahead of 

time; earlier, previously. 

 deploy (verb) – use, utilize, employ, make use 

of. 

 National Guard (noun) – (in the US) the unique 

military force with the dual (state & federal) 

job; Each state, Washington DC and US 

territories have a national guard, and serve a 

dual state and federal mission. 

 far-right (adjective) – relating to the extreme 

right-wing of a political party or group; 

extremely conservative, rightist. 
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 Proud Boys (noun) – an American far-right 

extremist group (an exclusively male 

organization). 

 unleash (verb) – let loose, release, let 

something go uncontrollably. 

 rally (noun) – meeting, gathering, march, 

parade. 

 result in (phrasal verb) – cause, bring on, bring 

about. 

 defacement (noun) – damage, impairment, 

disfigurement, vandalism, disfiguration. 

 unprecedented (adjective) – not done or 

experienced before. 

 assault (noun) – attack, offensive, onslaught. 

 on the heels of (phrase) – close behind, soon 

after, right after, following closely. 

 vicious (adjective) – serious, dangerous, 

dreadful. 

 wage (verb) – engage in, carry on, conduct, 

pursue, undertake, prosecute, practise. 

 acolyte (noun) – assistant, helper, attendant. 

 denigrate (verb) – criticise, attack, insult, 

devalue, defame. 

 multilateral (adjective) – involving many 

different countries (in which all WTO member 

countries are party to the agreement). 

 led past participle of lead to (verb) – result in, 

cause, bring on, bring about, give rise to. 

 misinformation (noun) – disinformation, false 

information, alternative fact, fake news, false 

rumour. 

 mail-in voting/ballots (noun) – postal voting; a 

type of voting in an election where ballot 

papers/voter slips are distributed to voters to 

their addresses before Election Day and mailed 

back by the voters or deposited at a voting 

location or secure dropbox by a certain time 

on Election Day. 

 run-off (noun) – A runoff election is a second, 

or follow-up election, in which the top two 

vote-getters run against each other. Runoff 

elections occur when no candidate meets a 

certain threshold of votes to be declared the 

winner. 

 consequential (adjective) – important, 

significant, major. 

 length (noun) – do absolutely anything, go to 

any extreme, go to any limits, observe no 

limits. 

 undermine (verb) – weaken, subvert, 

sabotage, damage. 

 constitutional (adjective) – relating to 

something as per the Constitution. 

 debar (verb) – prevent, prohibit, proscribe, 

disallow, ban. 

 outcome (noun) – result, consequence, effect. 

 given (preposition) – considering, taking into 

account, bearing in mind. 

 persisting (adjective) – continuing, remaining, 

lingering. 

 potential (adjective) – possible, likely, 

probable. 

 nominee (noun) – candidate. 

 impeachment (noun) – the act of charging or 

accusing (a public official) with a crime done 

while in office. 

 hang over (phrasal verb) – be imminent, 

threaten, approach, be close, be impending. 

 prospect (noun) – chances, possibilities, 

expectations, outlook, future. 

 14th Amendment  to the United States 

Constitution (noun) – On July 28, 1868, the 

14th amendment to the United States 

Constitution was certified, guaranteeing the 

rights and privileges of citizenship to all 

persons born or naturalized as U.S. citizens. 

The 14th Amendment to the United States 

Constitution deals with several aspects of U.S. 

citizenship and the rights of citizens. 

 insurrection (noun) – coup, uprising, rebellion, 

putsch; civil unrest/disorder. 

 well-placed (adjective) – well-positioned or 

well-deployed. 

 run (verb) –  stand for, stand for election as, 

stand as a candidate for, be a contender for. 

 resume (verb) – restart, start again, 

recommence. 

 antagonistic (adjective) – hostile, inimical, 

opposed.
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